This year’s class gift will provide seed money to develop an online lifelong learning platform for Tepper School alumni. They can use it to enhance their careers through course content developed by the Tepper School.

CLASS OF 2019
Lifelong Learning Fund

92% PARTICIPATION
203 DONORS
CLASS SIZE OF 221
$8,553 TOTAL CLASS OF 2019 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TEPPER SCHOOL
$20,947 INCLUDES MATCHING FUNDS FROM THE TEPPER ALUMNI BOARD, GIVING TUESDAY, AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

CLASS GIFT CO-CHAIRS
Eleanor Mueller and Aashay Doshi

CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE
Jamie Boudreaux, Andrea Caralis, Luisa de Souza, J. Keller Durkin, Gabriel Gerson, Katherine Glass, Bradley Gyngell, Yanhua He, Shamel Jacobs, Surya Kapur, Rachel Legman, Nunchanok Mekmasin, Luisa Muniz, Jose Navas Pineros, Purvil Patel, Sridhar Rawal, Esme Rhine, Amanat Sidhu, Karthik Sudhakar Gurunathan, Yohei Tezuka

PART-TIME
33% PARTICIPATION
14 DONORS
CLASS SIZE OF 43

CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE
Samuel Blake, Jessica Gallick, and Alex Knox

PART-TIME ONLINE HYBRID
67% PARTICIPATION
31 DONORS
CLASS SIZE OF 46

CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE
Emily Baddock, Nicole Paladino, and Jolyse Stultz
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